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to stakeholders has
addressed such important
concepts as
• Are the agency problem
and its cost important?
• Does manager wrong-
doing cause lasting harm
to investor relations and
financial public relations?
• Have the CEM issues
been satisfactorily
recognized and
addressed?
• What are the future
directions left for
researchers to focus on?
This descriptive study
examines the development
of extant CEM literature
over last few decades, with
the intent of identifying
trends by tracking dominant
issues, thinking, views,
motivation, and activities in
CEM. This imposition of
order on the large and
rapidly expanding volume of
CEM research is a prerequ-
isite to gathering the trends
in CEM under-standing into
an underlying theory of
CEM. This CEM-research
taxonomy should provide
insight on the current and
potential direction of the
expanding volume and
variety of CEM incidents
and help regularity bodies in
their efforts to tighten and
improve reporting standards
and regulations.
The Importance of CEM
The importance of
research on CEM arises
because earnings on
financial statements are a
vital input into resource-
allocation decisions.
Consistent with this
importance, business ethics
and agency issues2 are
among the most frequently
investigated issues in
financial management and
accounting. The potential of
managers to use CEM to
gain wealth, recognition,
and/or other benefits at a
potentially unfair cost to
stakeholders has long been
a worry of governments,
private sector regulators,
investors, practitioners,
analysts and researchers;
however, the nature, extent,
motivation for and
consequences of CEM have
been formally investigated
and modeled in CEM
empirical literature, only in
the last few decades
(Coughlan & Schmidt, 1985;
MacNichols & Wilson, 1988;
Natarajan, 1999).
The systematic study of
CEM practices by managers
has evolved into a dynamic
and rapidly growing body of
empirical literature
(McNichols, 2000; Beneish,
2001; Watts & Zimmerman,
1990). Using agency theory
and the associated
assumption of managerial
opportunism Watts and
Zimmerman (1978) sought
to identify, explain, and
predict the circumstances
under which managers are 
most likely to manipulate
earnings (Dechow, Sloan, &
Sweeney, 1995, 1996) and
found that CEM can be very
pervasive, under certain
conditions. The misleading
perceptions of value arising
from CEM has the potential
to significantly misallocate
resources, in both domestic
and international
economies—e.g., Kellogg
and Kellogg (1991) and
Dechow et al. (1996) noted
that firms who engaged in
CEM had significantly
higher costs of capital.
 While fraud, misman-
agement of funds and
misleading information are
not new to the corporate
sector, more and more
companies are being
accused of unethical
behavior (e.g., HIH Australia
in 2001, Procter & Gamble
in 1985, Worldcom in 2002,
Enron and Arthur Anderson
in 2002),3 are only a fraction
of the many large formerly
well-respected firms that
have had regulators
investigate their behavior.4
Despite the difficulties of
ascertaining the accounting
devices used in CEM to
enhance compensation,
raise capital, avoid covenant
default, or influence
regulatory outcomes
(Beneish, 2001), many
attempts have been made to
definitively identify and
describe their nature. While
past and current empirical
findings on CEM are often
derived from samples of
large U.S. firms, there is an 
awareness of the economies
of other nations (Boonyanet
& Julavittayanukool, 2008
(for Thailand); Inoue and
Thomas, 1996; Herrmannm
et al., 2003; Watabe, 2008
(for Japan); Habib, 2005 (for
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This work has the goal
of establishing the
comparative financial
efficiency of the several
operating composites of the
U.S. property–casualty
insurance industry. This
industry is highly important
to national private and
commercial needs.
Consumers need such
coverage as auto and
homeowners insurance.
Industry needs a wide range
of insurance coverage,
including such lines as
credit, financial guarantee,
commercial, professional
liability, and workers
compensation. The goal of
financial efficiency is
important for several
reasons. Solvency is vitally
important to insureds and
to stockholders. Cash flows
need to be secure so that
losses can be covered
quickly. Net premiums must
be sufficient to cover losses
and expenses. Thus,
regulators, management,
stockholders and insureds
all have an interest in
preserving financial
efficiency. This work will
establish a measurement of
relative financial efficiency
for all of the major sectors of
the U.S. domestic
property–casualty industry.
For the composites that are
identified as relatively
inefficient the nature of the
inefficiency can be
understood through the
related slack and surplus
variables of the several
input and output measures. 
Entities, whether
governmental, private or
commercial, can be thought
of as having a set of inputs,
some processing activities
and a set of outputs. There
is a sense that the entity is 
efficient if it obtains a great
amount of output while
expending few inputs. Data
Envelopment Analysis (DEA)
is typically used to compare
the relative efficiency of each
of a set of operating units.
These operating units are
usually called decision–
making units (DMUs). The
technique was pioneered by
Charnes, Cooper and
Rhodes (1978) and extended
by Banker, Charnes and
Cooper (1984). Cooper,
Seiford and Tone published
a text on the use of DEA
(1999).  Data Envelopment
Analysis is steadily
replacing multiple
regression analysis as a tool
in efficiency studies because
it can simultaneously
incorporate several output
variables, whereas multiple
regression studies permit
just one dependent variable
at a time.
Data Envelopment
Analysis Applications
The cross-sectional
application of the DEA
technique has been applied
in many environments. In
the public sector  McCarty
and Yaisawarang (1993) did
a DEA analysis of the
several school districts in
New Jersey. Vanden
Eeckaut, Tulkens, and
Jamar (1993) used the
method to compare
efficiencies of a group of
municipal governments. An
excellent application from
the financial sector was the
use of DEA to compare
operational efficiency of the
several branches of a
regional bank (Lovell &
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Pastor  (1997).  A similar
study was carried out by
Barr, Seiford and Siems
(1993). Siems and Barr
(1998) extended the work by
benchmarking efficiency
throughout the United
States.  The ground-
breaking work by Aly et al.
(1990) showed how to
extend DEA to establish the
nature of returns to scale,
and then applied the
method to the U.S. banking
industry. 
An early application in
the life insurance industry
was that of Cummins and Zi
(1998). They used the ability
of DEA to provide an
efficient frontier to compare
the various firms. This was
followed by the Cummins,
Weiss, and Zi (1999) article
that used DEA to compare
and contrast stock and
mutual property–casualty
insurers. Ellis (2006) used
DEA to show the consistent
level of operational efficiency
over time for a particular
auto insurer. That work
presented an innovation
that created a single
efficient DMU from which all
existing entities can be
compared. Doing so avoids
the possibility that any
relatively inefficient entities
would be compared to
differing efficient subsets.
Ellis (2006-2007) also
employed DEA with the
single efficient DMU to track
banking industry efficiency
over time.
U.S. Property–
Casualty Insurance
Data
A DEA study requires
comparing competing
entities based upon the
levels of a set of inputs that
are used for the purpose of
generating a set of outputs.
The data was collected from
Best’s Aggregates and
Averages (2006). This
volume contains complete
financial and operational
results for the firms and
aggregates of the U.S.
property–casualty industry.
The industry is segmented
into 19 composites (Listing
1). Operating results from
2005 were used. The
composites were compared
based upon several input
and output variables. The
input variables include the
lagged values of bond
holdings (BOND1), common
stock holdings (CS1), cash
(CASH1) and policyholder
surplus (PHS1). Also
included are the concurrent
levels of incurred losses
(LOSSINC), incurred loss
adjustment expenses
(LAEINCR), underwriting
expenses paid (UNDEXPD)
and loss payments (LOSS).
The output variables are
underwriting profit or loss
(UNDPL) and net invest-
ment income (NII).
Solvency requires
sufficient liquidity to cover
losses and a sufficient
capital base upon which
policies may be written.
Bonds are typically the
principal asset because they
have liquidity and are safer
than common stocks.
Stocks remain an important
asset holding because they
are also quite liquid and
usually have a greater
potential for capital
appreciation.  Policyholder
surplus is the industry
name for paid—in capital,
capital reserves and
retained earnings. It is the
chief limitation upon
underwriting ability. State
regulators do not permit
large premium writing based
upon a small capital
structure. The restriction is
usually given to be that net
premiums written cannot
exceed three times the level
of policyholder surplus. The
bond, common stock and
policyholder surplus
holdings are lagged because
they are necessary
limitations upon the ability
to write new business
during the year. That is, the
insurers know that these
beginning values are
available for underwriting
and investment activities
throughout the year. The
several concurrent input
variables are selected
because they indicate the
level of success in managing
the insurance enterprise.
Losses incurred and loss
payments might be limited
through selective risk
acceptance. Loss
adjustment expenses are
those incurred while 
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Listing 1
The 19 Line Composites of the United States
Domestic Property–Casualty Insurance Industry
  
Line   Number of Organizations
PROF NONSTD AUTO 147
PROF SURPLUS LINES 122
COMML LINES SEGMENT 716
PERSONAL LINES SEG 226
COMML AUTO COMPOSITE 28
COMML CASUALTY COMP 214
COMML CAS LINES COMP 446
COMML PROP COMPOSITE 48
CREDIT COMPOSITE 13
FINAN GUARANTEE COMP 6
MED MALPRACTICE COMP 77
MORTGAGE GUAR COMP 9
NONSTD AUTO COMPOSITE 51
PROV PASS AUTO & HOME COMP 108
PRIV PASS COMPOSITE 67
PERSONAL PROP COMPOSITE 163
PROPERTY COMPOSITE 199
REINSURANCE COMPOSITE 32
WORKERS COMP COMPOSITE 96
carrying out the primary
purpose of the insurance
enterprise: providing
compensation for losses. 
Underwriting expenses cover
the costs of maintaining a
sales agency force and an
underwriting staff  that sets
premium levels and accepts
or rejects insurance
applications.  
The outputs are
obviously critical to firm
performance. Underwriting
profit or loss is the net
result of net premiums
written minus loss coverage,
loss adjustment expenses
and underwriting expenses.
Net investment income
comes about through
successful investment
operations in the stock and
bond markets. It has long
been the case that
investment profits have
been consistently larger and
also steadier than
underwriting profits. Large
and unpredictable
catastrophic underwriting
losses continue to materially
affect underwriting gains
and losses. Therefore,
diligent underwriting
management continues to
be fundamentally important
for the purpose of risk
assessment.  Also, the
reliable income from
investment operations must
be preserved even as market
conditions change.  
There is a concern in
DEA that parallels the need
in multiple regression
analysis that the predictor
variables be independent of
each other. Therefore,
multidimensional scaling
was used to reduce the
number of input and/or
output variables. The
PERMAP package written by
Heady (2007) was used for
the analysis. Metric
multidimensional scaling
was used because of the
metric nature of the data.
The spatial distribution of
the 19 composites was
located using all of the input
and output variables.
Combinations of variables
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were then systematically
removed until a minimal set
of variables retaining the
same spatial positioning
was identified. This resulted
in retaining lagged common
stock holdings (CS1), lagged
policyholder surplus (PHS1),
incurred losses (LOSSINC),
incurred loss adjustment
expenses (LAEINCR) and
underwriting expenses paid 
(UNDEXPD) as input
variables. Output variables
underwriting profit and loss
(UNDPL)  and net
investment income  (NII)
were also retained.
Data Envelopment
Analysis
In DEA, several entities
are to be compared for the
purpose of identifying which
of them are more relatively
efficient. The evaluation is
carried out by selecting a set
of inputs and outputs upon
which the comparison will
be made. The several
entities are called Decision
Making Units (DMUs). A
fictitious DMU is
constructed as a weighted
average of some of the
existing DMUs. This new
entity is designed to be
perfectly efficient, having
outputs that are not
exceeded by any existing
entity and inputs that are
not greater than any entity.
The new entity has an
efficiency  score of 1. All
existing entities are then
assigned a relative efficiency
E, where 0 < E < 1. The
problem is modeled with
linear programming, where
the objective is to minimize
E for each DMU. A full
discussion of the
mathematical formulation is
presented in the appendix.
Listing 2 shows the
actual linear programming
formulation of the DEA
problem for the Professional
Nonstandard Auto
composite. The objective
function seeks to minimize
the efficiency of this
segment. If that minimum
value turns out to be E =
1.0 then the input and
output performance will be
fully efficient.  The first
constraint of the
formulation   requires that
the weights of the DMUs in
the efficient subset of DMUs
sum to one. These weights
assign to each DMU its
percentage contribution to
the efficient set of all DMUs. 
The next constraints are
used for the input variables.
These specify for each input
that the efficient subset will
not use more of the input of
any DMU i than Ei times the
total availability of the
input, where 0 < Ei < 1.0 is
the assigned efficiency for
the DMU. For example, if
the efficiency is Ei = .8 for a
DMU then for each input
the efficient subset will not
use more than 80% of the
input quantity available for
the DMU. The final
constraints require that the
two outputs (NII and UGL)
be at least as large in the
efficient subset as they are
for the designated composite
being modeled.  Similar
formulations are established
and solved for each of the
competing entities.
Model Results
Table 1 contains the
results of the DEA analysis.
It required solving 19
separate linear
programming problems,
each one similar to the one
portrayed in Table 2. It
shows that there were 14
industry composites that are
fully financially efficient. For
each of these the efficient
subset of the composites
consisted of just the DMU of
the given model. For
example, the linear
programming formulation
for the Professional Surplus
Lines composite DMU
showed the efficiency to be
1.0. The sole DMU of the
efficient subset was
Professional Surplus lines. 
It is remarkable that 14
of the 19 composites were
shown to be fully financially
efficient. The relatively
inefficient ones were 1.
Professional  Nonstandard
Auto, 13. Nonstandard
Auto,  14.  Priv.  Pass   &
Homeowners,   16.  Personal 
 Property and 19. Worker
Compensation. Of  these,
the respective efficiency
values are .6599, .7480,
.9040, .4658 and .7343. 
The interest of this work is
to find why these entities
were held to be relatively
inefficient. The two output
variables together yield total
firm profits, so the
investigation of the source of
relative inefficiency might
reveal how profitability can
be increased.
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Conclusion
This study shows the
overall after tax net income
as a percentage of assets
(ROA) is higher for credit
unions than banks, based
upon asset size $25-$200
million (trimmed averages)
for four of the past five years
in Georgia. The five year
time horizon is critical as it
includes periods of eco-
nomic prosperity and
recession. The lower ROA
for banks during good
economic times is primarily
due to the tax exemption of
credit unions, based upon
the average credit union,
asset size of $63.7 million,
receiving a federal and state
tax subsidy of approxi-
mately $183,000 per year,
according to the data. Pre-
tax operating income was
higher for banks than credit
unions in each year except
2008. Banks are generally
more profitable than credit
unions, but, due to the
credit unions tax exempt
status, banks wind up
earning less income as a
percentage of assets.
The study demonstrates
that the business model of
credit unions is vastly
different than banks. While
credit unions do compete
with banks for small
deposits, banks generally
have more than 26 percent
of their deposits in CDs that
exceed $100,000 while
credit unions have more
than 90 percent of their
deposits in non-IRA or
deposit accounts less than
$100,000. The study also
found that banks had a
slightly higher loan to asset
ratio than credit unions. For
the past five years banks
had a loan to asset ratio of
approximately 66 percent
while credit unions had a
loan to asset ratio of 63.6
percent. 
This study revealed that
banks had a higher cost of
funds than credit unions
primarily due to a larger
volume of CDs more than
$100,000 and the higher
rates of interest paid on
these deposits. The authors
report that banks paid
better than credit unions
but that the average credit
union has been increasing
its number of employees
while banks have reduced
their staffing level. The
average credit union in the
study now employs more
personnel than the average
bank in the study.
The study shows credit
unions fulfill a critical role
in consumer lending and
have more than 50 percent
of their loan portfolio in
automobile or unsecured
lending while the typical
bank has less than 10
percent of their loans in this
type of consumer lending
product. The extent to
which credit unions extend
credit to lower income
borrowers is still unclear
and is an area that deserves
further research.
The finding that credit
unions have a higher after
tax ROA than banks due to
their tax exemption leads to
several fundamental policy
questions, including how
the federal government can
justify backing the NCUA
guarantee on deposits with
the full faith and credit of
taxpayers when these
institutions do not pay
federal taxes? Between
January 1 and August 12,
2009, five federally insured
credit unions had been
liquidated. While not
threatening the solvency of
the National Credit Union
Share Insurance Fund
(NCUSIF), allowing an
increase in the regulatory
limits on business lending,
as currently requested by
some larger credit unions,
could lead to a replay of the
1980s S&L crisis  where
taxpayer money had to be
used to pay off insured
depositors. 
Perhaps, the larger
policy question is should
credit unions continue to
receive tax exempt status?
Credit unions’ exemption
from corporate income taxes
provides them with an
equity contribution each
year that is equal to the
amount of taxes they do not
have to pay. This tax
subsidy allows credit unions
to grow larger, thus
increasing the amount of
potential tax revenue lost. 
Another policy question
that might be considered is
whether all credit unions
should be taxed regardless
of asset size? The Reagan
administration proposed
taxing them but allowing
credit unions with less than
$10 million in assets to
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Listing 2
The Data Envelopment Analysis Linear Programming
Formulation for the Professional Nonstandard Auto Line Segment
      
  MIN     E1
  SUBJECT TO
         2)   W1 + W2 + W3 + W4 + W5 + W6 + W7 + W8 + W9 + W10 + W11 + W12
       + W13 + W14 + W15 + W16 + W17 + W18 + W19 =    1
       CS1) - 266102 E1 + 266102 W1 + 3226160 W2 + 43471612 W3 + 73046608 W4
       + 772864 W5 + 25394732 W6 + 35761744 W7 + 5002201 W8 + 165922 W9
       + 40016 W10 + 2864169 W11 + 380711 W12 + 263304 W13 + 62115568 W14
       + 10667735 W15 + 1796110 W16 + 6786144 W17 + 35238172 W18
       + 5245472 W19 <=   0
      PHS1) - 4257988 E1 + 4257988 W1 + 19338972 W2 + 200683088 W3
       + 167237040 W4 + 1617467 W5 + 135918272 W6 + 16613875 W7 + 13258551 W8
       + 2076001 W9 + 10278306 W10 + 7194503 W11 + 4602334 W12 + 2865281 W13
       + 140257040 W14 + 24114716 W15 + 5390916 W16 + 16715421 W17
       + 66708992 W18 + 16394696 W19 <=   0
   LOSSINC) - 2879036 E1 + 2879036 W1 + 6011682 W2 + 106457320 W3
       + 120322040 W4 + 987598 W5 + 79146800 W6 + 95456472 W7 + 5931767 W8
       + 792873 W9 + 113276 W10 + 3036048 W11 + 1723214 W12 + 2769334 W13
       + 94402120 W14 + 23150586 W15 + 2258303 W16 + 8200847 W17
       + 11167159 W18 + 9739939 W19 <=   0
   LAEINCR) - 644388 E1 + 644388 W1 + 2036946 W2 + 26687192 W3 + 24739242 W4
       + 215009 W5 + 20085236 W6 + 25343520 W7 + 723147 W8 + 54604 W9
       + 31021 W10 + 2261065 W11 + 83640 W12 + 695363 W13 + 19453676 W14
       + 4590205 W15 + 402647 W16 + 1139242 W17 + 2334385 W18 + 2148077 W19
       <=   0
   UNDEXPD) - 2180004 E1 + 2180004 W1 + 4525267 W2 + 78172424 W3 + 78865920 W4
       + 629361 W5 + 5771822 W6 + 68339456 W7 + 4116421 W8 + 1225494 W9
       + 690618 W10 + 2504148 W11 + 1041150 W12 + 2226166 W13 + 63473364 W14
       + 13166393 W15 + 2177134 W16 + 6452900 W17 + 6898867 W18 + 5484491 W19
       <=   0
     UNDPL)   34260 W1 + 2317220 W2 + 15136169 W3 + 13952273 W4 + 39978 W5
       + 9520896 W6 + 10272168 W7 + 1892101 W8 + 387165 W9 + 1312235 W10
       + 210031 W11 + 889560 W12 + 8471 W13 + 9993063 W14 + 3950739 W15
       + 347458 W16 + 2180824 W17 + 1558248 W18 + 69985 W19 >=   34260
       NII)   369338 W1 + 2097848 W2 + 30192340 W3 + 16416692 W4 + 159772 W5
       + 20538262 W6 + 25677352 W7 + 1329653 W8 + 219720 W9 + 1473500 W10
       + 1498659 W11 + 1058912 W12 + 257254 W13 + 13895796 W14 + 2263643 W15
       + 388669 W16 + 1696308 W17 + 8035057 W18 + 2863512 W19 >=   369338
  END
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Formulation for the Professional Nonstandard Auto Line Segment
      
  MIN     E1
  SUBJECT TO
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  END
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Listing 3
Computer Output for the Professional
Nonstandard Auto Composite Linear Programming DEA Model
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE
.8971660
VARIABLE VALUE
E1 .894717
W1 .0000
W2 .0000
W3 .0000
W4 .0000
W5 .145092
W6 .0000
W7 .0000
W8 .0000
W9 .728638
W10 .126271
W11 .0000
W12 .0000
W13 .0000
W14 .0000
W15 .0000
W16 .0000
W17 .0000
W18 .0000
W19 .0000
ROW SLACK OR SURPLUS
2) .0000
BONDS1 .0000
CS1 .0000
CASH1 120047.7
PHS1 764508.5
LOSSINC 1840609.0
LAEINCR 501645.0
UNDEXINC 430555.9
LOSSPMNT 1733285.0
UNDEXPD 879024.9
UNDPL 419340.5
NII .0000
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unions have. Another
possible reason in 2008 as
mentioned previously, is
that banks have stopped
accruing interest on their
non-performing loans since
credit unions had an overall
loan yield was higher than
banks. Another explanation
as shown with the cost of
funds analysis is that credit
unions are paying a lower
overall rate on deposits than
commercial banks. 
Credit unions had higher
overhead expenses to
average assets than banks
for all five years of the
study. Banks’ overhead
expenses to average assets
declined over the last four
years while overhead
expenses to average assets
increased for credit unions
every year until 2008 (Table
10). While some of the
increasing expenses may be
explained by economies of
scale—the average credit
union in this study is
smaller in asset size than
the average bank. The
analysis of personnel
expenses shows that credit
unions in this study
employed more personnel
than banks. 
Since banks and credit
unions report office occu-
pancy expenses differently,
an overall comparison of
just occupancy expense was
not possible. For example,
banks’ Uniform Bank
Performance Report (UBPR)
requires the cost of
operating leases for
equipment and furniture as 
well as utility expenses to be
listed as occupancy
expenses while the credit
unions’ performance report
lists these expenses under
office operations expenses
instead of occupancy
expenses. 
The study found that
banks as a whole paid better
than credit unions. The
average personnel expense
per employee (including
benefits) was $65,150 for
banks in 2008 while the
average personnel expense
per employee for credit
unions was $50,587 (Table
11); however, the authors
also found that credit
unions even though smaller
in asset size, employed more
personnel than banks for
the past three years (Table
12).
Banks have reduced
their staffing levels
dramatically over the last
five years while credit
unions have increased
theirs. The fact that credit
unions employ more
personnel than banks is not
surprising since many credit
unions pride themselves on
customer service and many
deal with large numbers of
low dollar volume transac-
tions on both the loan and
deposit side. 
The next ratio analyzed
was net income to average
assets (ROA- Return on
Average Assets). ROA is
considered the best
measure of a financial
institution’s profitability.
The analysis shows that, in
four of the five years
analyzed, credit unions were
more profitable than banks
(Table 13). The major reason
for this is that credit unions
do not pay corporate income
taxes. The study also
analyzed banks pre-tax net
operating income against
credit unions ROA. With the
exception of 2008, banks
pre-tax operating income
ratios were higher than
credit unions net income
ratios (Table 14). This is not
surprising given the large
provisions for loan losses
that banks made in 2008.
The difference between
the ROA of banks and their
pre-tax net operating
income consists primarily of
corporate income taxes.
Banks in this study paid, on
average, between .26 and
.36 percent of their average
assets in taxes for years
they were profitable. Since
the average credit union size
was $63.7 million in assets
and had a five year average
ROA of .718 percent, the
average size credit union in
this study would have before
tax income of $457,366. At
a combined federal and
state tax rate of 40 percent
(34% Federal and 6%
Georgia), the average credit
union in this study received
a tax subsidy of $182,946 or
.287 percent of average
assets. 
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Table 1
Efficiency Levels for Each Industry Composite
Composite Efficiency
Prof Nonstd Auto .6599
Prof Surplus Lines 1.0000
Comml Lines Segment 1.0000
Personal Lines Segment 1.0000
Comml Auto Composite 1.0000
Comml Casualty Comp 1.0000
Comml Cas Lines Comp 1.0000
Comml Prop Comp 1.0000
Credit Comp 1.0000
Finan Guarantee comp 1.0000
Med Malpractice Comp 1.0000
Mortgage Guar Comp 1.0000
Nonstd Auto Comp .7480
Priv Pass & Home Comp .9040
Priv Pass Auto Comp 1.0000
Personal Prop Comp .4658
Property Comp 1.0000
Reinsurance Comp 1.0000
Workers Comp Composite .7343
Table 2
Surplus and Slack Variable Values for the Relatively Inefficient Property–casualty Sectors ($000)
Sector:
1 13 14 16 19
Prof Nonstd
Auto Comp
Nonstd Auto
Comp
Priv Pass &
Home Comp
Personal Prop
Comp
Workers Comp
Composite
Input
CS1 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
PHS1 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
LOSSINC 1073714 1188043 1249479 .0000 142507
LAEINCR 369752 446250 .0000 80827 .0000
UNDEXPD 262618 394369 1793717 .0000 .0000
Output
UNDPL 453648 397218 .0000 52239 1505115
NII .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
CS1 = lagged value of total common stock holdings PHS1 = lagged value of policyholder surplus
LOSSINC = losses incurred LAEINCR = loss adjustment expenses incurred
UNDEXPD = underwriting expenses paid UNDPL = underwriting profit or loss
NII = net investment income 
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Any relatively inefficient
DMU might be so because it
experiences excessive
consumption of resources or
generates too little output or
perhaps both as it is
compared to the theoretical
optimal weighted average
DMU. Therefore, it is
instructive to examine the
possible input and output
shortfalls of the five
industry composites that
have an efficiency of less
than one.  There is a
discussion in the appendix
about surplus variables for
output constraints and
slack variables for input
constraints. A surplus
variable gives the amount by
which the optimal weighted
average DMU has an output
which exceeds the output of
the particular relatively
inefficient entity. In other
words, the surplus variable
gives the amount by which
the output of the entity
must increase its output in
order to also be relatively
efficient. A slack variable
gives the amount of input
consumption reduction that
is needed in order to make
the entity relatively efficient.
The levels of the several
slack and surplus variables
of the DEA formulations of
the five relatively inefficient
industry composites are
shown in Table 2. Note that
CS1, the liquid asset
variable, generally had zero
slack, except in the Personal
Property composite. 
Therefore, with the single
exception, common stock
holdings, the surrogate for
liquidity, are not the cause
of diminished efficiency. The
corollary is that liquidity is
generally found to be
sufficient to provide loss
coverage and underwriting
activity.
Policyholder surplus is a
critical input to the
operations of the insurance
enterprise because its level
limits the capacity to write
new policies. The slack
variable for policyholder
surplus also had zero slack
for all the inefficient
composites. It is concluded
that capacity is also not
shown to contribute to
inefficiency. This finding
deserves emphasis. That is,
across the entire industry
there is adequate capacity
and room for expanded
assumption of insured risk.
There are some
underlying causes  faced by
the relatively inefficient 
composites. LOSSINC
(incurred losses), LAEINCR
(loss adjustment expenses
incurred) and UNDEXP
(underwriting expenses),
had large slacks among the
five inefficient composites.
This indicates that inferior
management of
underwriting is the most
important cause of
inefficiency.  Underwriting
profits lag because the core
underwriting activities are
not adequately covered by
premium collections.
Composites 1, 13, and 14 all
had loss occurrences that
fell substantially short of
premium collections. These
composites all cover
automobiles, which is the
most competitive of all
industry segments. Raising
premiums there is difficult,
so relatively smaller
underwriting profits are not
unexpected.  Also, with
many insureds and small
policy limits, efficiencies of
scale are not  as available in
auto insurance, so
underwriting expenses are
proportionally larger than in
other composites.  Loss
adjustment expenses are
excessive in composites 1,
13 and 16 for similar
reasons. There are many
customers with relatively
small policies. Providing
individual service for many
claimants in these sectors
results in higher loss
adjustment expenses.  For
composite 19, Workers
Compensation, the sole
positive slack arose from
LOSSINC (losses incurred).
There was full efficiency in
loss adjustment expenses
and underwriting expenses,
so the sole inefficiency was
that incurred losses were
excessive. Therefore,
underwriting acceptance
allowed comparatively
higher risks. This is likely to
continue being a challenge
in workers compensation
underwriting because state
industrial accident
commissions will always
seek coverage for at-risk
employees. 
The outputs are
underwriting profit or loss
(UNDPL) and net investment
income (NII). All of the
inefficient composites except
for Private Passenger and
Homeowners had a surplus
under UNDPL. This means
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ratio is trimmed or adjusted
to eliminate the effect of
outliers. The outliers elimin-
ate bank ratios above the 95th
percentile and below the 5th
percentile. The group of
banks used on one ratio will
differ from that used by other
ratios because the top and
bottom 5 percent of banks
will change from ratio to
ratio. The resulting average is
thus closer to a median or
midpoint. An analysis of
these outliers found that the
outliers tended to lower
ratios such as return on
average assets (ROA) in good
economic times but raised
the ROA during economic
slowdowns when banks have
to be shut down. The number
of credit unions was held
constant for all five years due
to the availability of data.
Fifty credit unions had an
asset size between $25-$200
million at the end of 2008.
The average asset size for the
banks analyzed in 2008 was
$96.9 million. The average
asset size for the credit
unions analyzed was $63.7
million. 
Results
The first ratio analyzed
was asset growth. The study
found that the assets of
banks grew at a much faster
rate than credit unions in
our study (Table 5). Much of
the banks’ growth was fueled
by commercial real estate
loans. In 2008, credit unions’
asset size increased by 8.96
percent, which was higher
than the 7.74 percent
national rate of increase for
all credit unions but slightly
below the 9 percent growth
rate for all Georgia credit
unions (NCUA 2008). 
The next ratio analyzed
was the loan to asset ratio.
The loan to asset ratio
measures the net loans
outstanding as percent of
total assets. A low loan to
asset ratio may mean that
financial institutions are not
serving the credit needs of
the community. An
extremely high loan to asset
ratio may mean that an
institution is taking on
excessive risk by making
loans to entities that have
substandard credit quality.
The analysis (Table 6) found
that banks generally have a
slightly higher loan to asset
ratio than credit unions. 
The analysis also showed
that banks received a higher
yield on loans than credit
unions from 2004-2007, but,
in 2008, credit unions’ loans
had a higher yield than
banks (Table 7). One possible
explanation for this in 2008
is that banks may have
stopped accruing interest on
loans that were non-
performing. For 2008, banks
in the study reported 2.76
percent of all loans were non-
current while  only 1.40
percent of loans by credit
unions were considered
delinquent. At first glance,
the finding that banks, for
the most part, receive a
higher yield on loans is not
surprising given that banks
make a large percentage of
higher rate commercial and
industrial loans and credit
unions’ business loans are
limited to 12.25 percent of
assets; however, given the
fact that credit unions make
a large percentage of
unsecured loans and used
car loans, this finding may
support the theory that credit
unions do give favorable rates
to borrowers. 
The analysis shows that
banks had a higher cost of
funds than credit unions.
This means that banks are
paying a higher rate for
deposits than credit unions
(Table 8). One reason for
this, as shown in the credit
union business model
section, is that banks have
more large deposits than
credit unions. Banks
reported yields on time
deposits more than $100,000
that approximated .75
percent higher than the
overall yield on all interest
bearing deposits. Approxi-
mately 25 percent of all bank
deposits for the banks
analyzed exceeded $100,000. 
One ratio that both
banks and credit unions
reported was net interest
income to average earning
assets. Net interest income
would include interest
income on securities as well
as loans. Interest expense
would include not only
interest on deposits but also
on borrowed funds. These
data show that, in three of
the five years analyzed, credit
unions had a higher net
interest income than banks
(Table 9). The main reason
for this is the lower overall
cost of funds credit
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that the relatively efficient
comparison subset for these
inefficient composites had
underwriting profit that
exceeded those of the
inefficient composites. This
is attributable to the above-
mentioned slacks in
underwriting activity for the
inefficient composites. The
nature of these composites 
dictates that economies of
scale are not as fully
available, and that
competitive market
pressures restrict the ability
to raise premium levels. On
the other hand, the five
relatively inefficient
composites had zero surplus
for NII. This means that
there is no relative lack of
success in investment
management among the five
inefficient composites. That
is, the entire inefficiency in
profit output is due to
diminished underwriting
gains.
Conclusion
Data Envelopment
Analysis has been used to
identify the relatively
efficient and inefficient
composites of the U.S.
property–casualty insurance
industry in 2005. Five
relatively inefficient
composites were identified.
They all underperformed
because of excessive
underwriting costs and loss
payments. This reduced
underwriting profit for all
five of them. This failing will
be of concern to the
inefficient underwriters and
to the insureds. Further,
investors would be expected
to move funds to the
efficient composites in the
hope of maximizing their
returns. Also, if
underwriting continues at a
loss or at an unnecessarily
reduced profitability,
insurers will move toward
limiting and denying
coverage.  The problem is
attributed  to faulty risk
assessment and competitive
pressures that inhibit
adequate premium
collections. The entire
industry was observed to be
fully efficient in managing
its securities portfolio. There
were no cases of inefficiency
due to comparatively
inefficient returns from
investment activity.  
This work has shown
that Data Envelopment
Analysis can be effectively
used to identify the
relatively inefficient
composites of the
property–casualty insurance
industry. The slack and
surplus variables of the
input and output
constraints provide an
excellent indication of the
reasons for the relative
inefficiency, showing here
that the inefficiency is not at
all due to lagging
investment returns, but is
entirely due to weaker
underwriting gains from the
available asset and
policyholder surplus
resources.
There are opportunities
for further research in this
direction. For example, the
study done here was cross-
sectional, using data only
from 2005. Doing similar
work for successive years
might reveal a pattern of
consistent under-
performance in some
composites. Different input
and output variables may
also be of interest. Other
input variables of interest
might include salary
expenses, number of
employees or commission
expense. The output
variables used were
underwriting and
investment returns, but
others to consider might
include premiums written or
change in policyholder
surplus. Such differing
output variables would
provide for studying
operating efficiency instead
of financial profitability
efficiency. 
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or more of the loans are
consumer loans.
By comparison, the
average $50-100 million
bank would have a loan mix
heavily weighted towards
commercial loans as
illustrated for the 2007-
2009 period in Table 3.
Commercial loans represent
56-60 percent of total loans
and non-real estate related.
Consumer loans have been
declining and account for
only about 7 percent of a
bank’s loans. The different
loan mix between credit
unions and banks is not
surprising given the
historical mission of credit
unions as consumer
lenders. On the funding
side, significant differences
exist in the deposit mix of
credit unions compared to
banks as illustrated in
Table 4.
Credit Unions have a
significantly higher
percentage of lower cost
checking and savings
deposits whereas higher rate
certificates of deposit are a far
greater percentage of a bank’s
funding sources. The average
size certificate of deposit for a
credit union is $16,767
compared to 26.74 percent of
a bank’s deposits in certifi-
cates of deposit exceeding
$100,000 in size.
The credit union
business model also differs
from a bank in terms of its
volume and average size per
account. The credit union
operating platform is
designed and staffed to
handle large volumes of
smaller accounts and smaller
loans. Banks of similar asset
size have fewer customers,
larger average deposit
balances and fewer loan
customers, but with
substantially higher loan
balances.
To illustrate, the average
credit union in the $50-
100MM asset range has the
following average balance per
account or loan.
Average checking and
savings account $ 1,637
Average IRA/
Keogh account $ 10,122
Average car loan  $ 11,138
Average mortgage $ 77,501
Average home 
equity $ 26,988
As these data show banks
generally choose not to
manage large volumes of
small accounts and tend to
concentrate their loans in
larger more profitable
commercial loans instead of
smaller dollar used car
loans. 
As a non-profit
organization, service is the
key objective for credit
unions and more staff is
needed to handle the
volume of transactions and
accounts relative to asset
size than a bank. As a
result, credit unions’ head-
count levels and efficiency
ratios (overhead expense %
assets, outstanding loans
per employees and deposits
per employees) often
compare unfavorably to
banks of similar asset size. 
Tax Exemption
Benefits 
A government estimate
by the Joint Committee on
Taxation Estimates found
that the 2006 tax expendi-
tures (A tax expenditure is
the tax revenue lost from a
tax break.) from credit
unions’ federal tax exemp-
tion was $1.4 billion
(Congressional Research
Service, 2005). Another
study by Chmura found
that, in 2002, the estimated
tax loss was $1.9 billion
based upon a 33.3 percent
tax rate. Given the clear
benefit from being exempted
from federal and state
corporate income taxes, this
benefit would be reasonably
expected to accrue to its
members in one of in four
possible ways:
1. Credit unions would
offer higher rates on
deposits than banks;
2. Credit unions would
offer lower rates on
loans than banks;
3. Credit unions would
extend consumer credit
to a greater extent than
banks and at a more
reasonable rate than
available through
finance companies or
credit cards; or
4. Credit unions would
retain additional
earnings as a primary
source of capital to
strengthen the company
in view of limited
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Appendix
Data Envelopment Analysis
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is a linear programming procedure that compares competing
entities or organizations  for the purpose of identifying the ones that are relatively efficient. It is
done by identifying a set of input measurements and a set of output measurements upon which
the comparison will be carried out. The several inputs  commonly include financial and
operating measures such as payroll expense, machine hours used,  unit variable cost and total
fixed cost. Output measures might include number of output units produced, resource
utilization, increase in capital position and total profit. Roughly said, an organization will be
held to be relatively efficient compared to other organizations if it produces more output while
using fewer resources . That finding also encompasses the situation where a smaller
organization might have outputs that are smaller than those of larger organizations, but also
use even fewer resources. A great attraction of DEA is that it permits comparisons based upon
simultaneous inclusion of  several input and output measurements. Denote each of the
competing organizations as a Decision Making Unit (DMU), and the number of DMUs as n.  
Each DMU will be assigned an efficiency score E, where 0 < E < 1. If E = 1 the DMU is fully
efficient in comparison to its competitors.  The approach will be to minimize E for any DMU. If
that minimal value equals 1, then the organization is relatively efficient. The procedure will
create a fictitious DMU which is a weighted average of all of the DMUs. The fictitious weighted
average DMU will consume each resource at a level that is less than or equal to that of each of
the competing  DMUs. Also, the fictitious weighted average DMU must have output levels that
are at least as great as each of the competing DMUs. 
The formal DEA model for any competitor  (DMU) i  is:
Minimize: Z = Ei                                                                                                                           
          (A1)
Subject to:
 Σall i wi = 1                                                                                                                                    
       (A2)
 Σall i  vijwi > vij    all outputs j                                       (A3)
  Σall i  uij wi < uij Ei  all inputs j                                                                                           (A4)
all wi, Ei > 0                                                                                                                                 
            (A5)
The objective function (A1) forces the efficiency of a competitor to be as small as possible.
Constraint (A2)  creates the fictitious DMU as a weighted average of the existing competitors.
There is a separate constraint of the form (A3) for every included output measure and for every
competitor. These constraints declare that the weighted average DMU must have an output
level that is at least as large as the output level of each of  the competitors. Similarly, there is a
constraint of the form (A4) for each included input measure and each of the competitors. These
constraints require that the input consumption of the fictitious weighted average DMU be no
greater than E times the input level of each of the competitors. For example, if a DMU is found
to have an efficiency of . 8, the composite efficient DMU will consume each resource at a level 
no larger than . 8 times the corresponding consumption level of each of the several resources.
The final condition found in (A5) requires that all of the weights and efficiencies be zero or
larger, since negative values would be nonsensical. . 
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Linear programming permits a postoptimality analysis that is very helpful in DEA. After the
optimal solution is identified, it is possible to observe input and output levels of each constraint
and compare them with the specified limits. For the output constraints that difference is the
amount by which the efficient weighted average DMU output level exceeds the corresponding
output level from each of the competitors. The amount is known as the surplus of the
constraint. For the input constraints the amount by which the consumption level of the
efficient weighted average composite is exceeded by E times the consumption level of each
resource for each competitor  is called the slack of the constraint. These slack and surplus
values indicate why some of the competitors are relatively inefficient. The surplus variables Sj
are in the output constraints as
Σall i  vijwi – Sj = vij    all outputs j                                       
Similarly, the slack variables Sj are in the input constraints as
Σall i  uij wi + Sj = uij Ei  all inputs j 
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